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by short posts, has become one of the most popular social networking services today, which
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1

Introduction

In the current era, People are becoming more communicative through expansion of services and multi-platform applications, i.e., the so called Web 2.0 which
establishes social and collaborative backgrounds. They commonly use various means
including Blogs to share the diaries, RSS feeds to follow the latest information of
their interest and Computer Mediated Chat (CMC) applications to hold bidirectional
communications. Microblogging is one of the most recent products of CMC, in which
users talk about their daily lives, publish opinions or share information by short posts.
It was first known as Tumblelogs on April 12, 2005, and then came into greater use
by the year 2006 and 2007, when such services as Tumblr and Twitter arose. According to official statistics, there were 111 microblogging sites internationally in May
2007[97] . Among the most notable microblogging services today are Twitter, Tumblr,
Plurk and Chinese Sina Weibo, to name a few. As a well-developed and widely-used
microblogging service, Twitter has spawned great research interest recently. Therefore, in this paper, we specifically focus on Twitter to study the task of information
extraction from microblogging services.
Twitter provides its users a strict limit of 140 characters per posting(often called
tweet) for broadcasting anything they want. Twitter users can subscribe to other
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users’ tweets by following particular users just like most online social networking
services do, such as Facebook and MySpace. However, this follower-and-followee
relationship in Twitter requires no reciprocation. That is, the user being followed
need not follow back. On receiving a tweet, users can comment on that tweet or
retweet(identified by ‘RT’) when they find it of some interest, which empowers a
tweet to be visible outside its original one-degree subscribing network. To enhance its
freestyle feature, Twitter also predefines a special markup vocabulary: ‘@’ followed by
a username identifier to address that particular user or to initiate a directed conversation, and ‘#’ followed by a sequence of characters to represent hashtags, which add
additional context to tweets and facilitate easy search of tweets that contain similar
hashtags.
Since its birth in October 2006, Twitter has become one of the most notable
social networking and microblogging services today, “with over 300 million users as of
2011, generating over 300 million tweets and handling over 1.6 billion search queries
per day”[98] . The rapidly growing worldwide popularity makes Twitter potentially
a large information base attracting increasing attention of researchers in the field of
knowledge discovery and data mining. Actually, information detection from Twitter
has long been a hot research topic in the Web Community recently.
However, it is worth mentioning that extracting useful information from Twitter
is a complex task, more than simply applying the traditional information extraction
technologies that have been proved successful in the Web corpus or other social networking sites to the Twitter context. Twitter has some distinct characteristics, which
make the information extraction process more challenging. For example, unlike web
documents or blogs, the postings on Twitter are always short due to the 140-character
length limit, so users won’t take too much thinking before making a post. This often
leads tweets to be noisy, ungrammatical, and full of abbreviations, symbols and misspellings. As a consequence, traditional NLP tools such as POS taggers or Named
Entity Recognizers (NERs) cannot be applied directly to Twitter. Nevertheless, these
features also bring many new opportunities to researchers on Twitter. For example,
the length-limitation of tweets makes it easier to broadcast a posting, thus in turn
making the information contained on the Twitter platform fresher and more realtime.
This opens chances of using tweets to predict coming trends or detect ongoing events.
Besides, unlike other social networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace, the following network on Twitter is directional rather than reciprocal. In other words, users’
requests to subscribe to others do not require the target users’ approval. Then in this
situation, how to guarantee privacy has also become a promising while challenging
research topic.
The purpose of our work is to conduct a survey about existing research on information extraction from Twitter, as well as its applications in real life, and recommend
some promising future works to researchers interested in this field. We specifically
analyze three types of information:
• Personal Information – information that is generally contained in a user’s
profile, including demographic features such as age, gender, ethnicity and home
address; and other features including health status, political orientation, business affinity, user interest and so on.
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• Social Information – information that identifies users’ relationships or interactions with others, including topological structure, community distribution
and even detailed social relationships such as co-workers, family members and
so on.
• Travel Information – information about users’ current location, travel history,
or whether or not a specific user would be on vacation away from his house and
its timing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief
introduction to the basic concepts and widely-used technologies in information extraction; Section 3 explains opportunities as well as challenges in applying traditional
information extraction technologies to microblogs; Section 4, 5 and 6 detail related
research works on personal information extraction, social information extraction and
travel information extraction separately; Then we propose a summary of existing research and outline the avenues of future work in Section 7; The conclusion is addressed
in Section 8.
2

Information Extraction Basis

In this section, we briefly introduce the basic concepts in information extraction including its definition and tasks, as well as typical methods used to extract
information from the web.
Information extraction(IE) is an automatic extraction process to generate structured data from a collection of unstructured or semi-structured documents. Unlike
information retrieval(IR), which is concerned with how to return relevant documents
from a corpus for a given query, information extraction systems generate structured
information for post-processing, which is crucial to many applications of data integration and search engines. The input of the IE process can be unstructured documents
like free text written in natural language or semi-structured documents such as web
pages, which are pervasive on the internet. The result of the IE process is data in a
structured form, which can be processed automatically by machines.
The extraction of structured data from noisy and unstructured sources is a challenging task. One of the typical tasks in information extraction is named entity
extraction, which has become an active and hot research topic over the past decade.
Named entities are those that are referred to by names such as people, organizations,
or locations[32] . According to the study and analysis of Guo et al.[34] , named entities
occur in about 71% of search queries. Nevertheless, current search engines such as
Google and Bing, which support users to search information on the web according to
their queries, are mainly based on keyword or text matching techniques and do not
capture the semantic information of objects and relations between them. Therefore,
the problem of entity extraction, which includes identifying named entities, their attributes as well as the relations between entities, is an indispensable task not only in
query answering but also in knowledge discovery from the web environment.
2.1

Named entity recognition

The named entity recognition(NER) problem was originally defined at the Message Understanding Conference 6 (MUC-6) in 1996[32] . The goal of the task is to
identify names and types of entities from text documents. They can be the names
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of people, organizations, geographic locations, times, currencies, and percentage expressions. In general, most previous works can be categorized into two approaches,
including rule-based approaches and statistical approaches.
2.1.1

Rule-Based approaches

In order to recognize types of entities on text documents, rule-based approaches
define heuristic rules to identify named entities within documents in a particular domain. These rules are built by experts in the domain to extract information about
entities. Most rule-based systems regard the representation of rules so that they
obtain the efficiency in matching processes and application of rules for extraction.
Therefore, several rule representation formats have evolved over the years. For example, the Common Pattern Specification Language in FASTUS[44] , regular expression
in WHISK[88] , JAPE language in GATE[20] , Datalog expressions in DBLife[85] , and
algebraic language in Avatar[77] .
One of the advantages of this approach is that execution time of rule-based systems is shorter than other methods[85,77] . In addition, developers can easily control
the rules to obtain certain optimization for some specific domains, such as the extraction of phone numbers, zip codes, dates, and time. However, this approach requires
experts to define the rules for extraction, which can be rigid and not general enough
to cover all cases in real data. This may directly affect the completeness of entity
types in the results of rule-based systems.
2.1.2

Statistical approaches

The underlining idea of the statistical approach for NER is to solve the problem
of entity recognition by two phases, including decomposition of unstructured texts
and a phase of labeling the parts of decomposition. The parts of decomposition
are commonly represented in one of two prevalent forms: tokens and word chunks.
In the labeling phase, a model which is firstly trained from a training dataset is
used to identify information of entities from unstructured texts. One of the ways
to assign labels for tokens is to view the problem of token labeling as the problem
of classification in which the model must determine whether a token is assigned a
particular label or not. Therefore, any existing classifier can be used to classify
tokens. Reference [38] is an example of research work that used a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to extract meta-data of citations.
Nevertheless, the labels of adjacent tokens are seldom independent of each other,
and can be used to determine the label of a token. Consequently, different models were
proposed to capture the dependency between the labels of adjacent words, such as
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)[6] , Maximum entropy Markov models (MEMM)[61] ,
and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)[56] . Currently, CRF based methods are the
current state-of-the-art and outperform all previous machine learning based methods
in both theory and experimental evaluations for the problem of sequence labeling in
the machine learning based approach[68,84] .
Like other learning methods, the training dataset plays an important role in
training the extraction model. The performance of training models are directly affected by the quality and quantity of training data. Therefore, the learning methods
in this approach requires a lot of time and laborious work to manually build such a
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training dataset. This limits the usage of these methods in web-scale applications.
2.2

Relation extraction

Relation extraction is one of the sub-tasks of entity extraction. It is motivated
by the requirements of extracting and structuring the attributes of named entities
from documents so that machines can process automatically. The goal of this task is
to identify and extract semantic relations between entities within text. Each relation
has a type signature that decides the entity types in the arguments of that relation.
For example, the relation birthPlace ⊆ Person × Location, graduatedAt ⊆ Person ×
University are binary relations.
Most previous works concentrated on the extraction of binary relations from
documents[2−4,14,51,] . Meanwhile, some others look to the extraction of higher-arity
relations or records from web[11,12,23,33,35,58,92] . In general, previous works modeled
relation extraction problems in one of the two following scenarios. The first one is to
design algorithms that identify the type of relationship between given entity pairs in
a document. The second scenario in relation extraction is to retrieve all entities that
satisfy a given relationship type. Based on the scenario that the relation extraction
problem is modeled, one of the following approaches: a supervised approach, a semisupervised approach, or an unsupervised approach is employed to extract relations
between entities on documents.
2.2.1

Supervised approaches

The supervised learning approach is a technique for identifying a relation type
between given entity pairs in sentences or textual documents. Given a pair of entities
in a sentence, in order to determine which relation is mentioned in the sentence,
the supervised learning approach exploits techniques in natural language processing
(NLP) to parse the sentences into well-defined structures. Due to this process, various
syntactic and semantic properties in the well-defined structures of a sentence are
employed as a set of features for the detection of relations between entities.
This approach supposes that there is a list of entities occurring in a document,
and its goal is to identify all occurrences of the relation instances in a fixed set of
relation types in that document. In relation extraction from a natural language text, it
is assumed that two entities in a relation are in close proximity to each other, or occur
in the same sentence. Therefore, the relation extraction problem can be formulated as
the problem of identifying whether there are any relationships between two particular
entities in a sentence, or not. Most previous work defines a kernel function based
on the structured representation of a sentence and combined with Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to extract relations from text[9,65,67,75,76] . This kernel function can
be considered as a similarity measure between the structures that describe entity
pairs in a particular relationship. It is studied from a labeled training dataset and
then used to determine the label of a novel entity pair by SVM algorithm. In other
words, the problem of relation extraction is formulated as a classification problem and
relations of unseen entity pairs are classified by a target function which was learnt
from a manually labeled training dataset.
In general, this learning approach for relation extraction requires expensive, deep
linguistic parsing techniques in NLP. Moreover, a training dataset of sentences with
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correct labels must be manually built to train the model which is then used to predict
new semantic relations. This makes supervised methods difficult to extend to several
types of relations and apply to large-scale applications for extracting information from
the web. In addition, this approach requires POS tagging and sentence parsing which
may consume resources and is prone to errors. Syntactical parsing may deal with the
problem of syntactic ambiguity when there are more than one syntax tree representing
a sentence. Therefore, in spite of extensive research in the NLP community, the
current accuracy values of this approach for relation extraction still range in the
neighborhood of 50%–75%, even in the ACE standard benchmark dataset[76] .
2.2.2

Pattern-Based approaches

An alternative scenario of extracting relationships between entities is to extract
all entity pairs of one or more given relationships occurring in a document or a corpus.
An obvious idea to solve this problem is to exploit the representation of those relations
on documents and define patterns or rules to extract information of entities.
The usage of patterns for information extraction from natural language documents has a long history. In 1992, Hearst et.al[40] proposed the usage of syntactic
patterns to identify instances of predefined relationship types from free text. These
patterns are defined by using regular expressions on Part of Speech (POS) of words
in sentences. For example, the patterns of the form “<Noun> such as <List of Noun
Phrases>” was used in Ref. [40] to extract instanceOf relations, which is also called
hypernym relations.
Although Hearst patterns can yield relatively high precision, the patterns which
are manually defined become difficult to adapt so as to deal with arbitrary target
relations. Therefore, Brin[8] suggested a new method, called DIPRE, which exploited
the duality of facts and patterns for extracting relation instances between entity types
of authors and books. In Brin’s idea, each relation r is described by specifying the
types of entity pairs that form the arguments of relation r. An initial set of seed facts
for one or more relations is firstly utilized to find automatically the markup, textual,
or linguistic patterns of relations from a corpus. These patterns are then applied to
identify new fact candidates from the corpus. Reference [78] is a similar work also
using this method to extract information in the terrorism domain. The way of studying such patterns from a set of seed entities is also called the bootstrapped method
or semi-supervised learning method in the literature. These patterns were improved,
enriched, and deployed in several systems, such as Snowball[2] , StatSnowball[104] ,
KnowITAll[24,25] , TextRunner[3,101] , LEILA[89] , and SEAL[93,94] .
In general, an assumption in the bootstrapped method is that any given entity
pairs in an initial seed set cannot participate in more than one relationship with
each other. This may not be difficult to obtain in practice because not all sentences
containing an entity pair support the relationship type. For example, in the two
following sentences: “Tom is a friend of Jack” and “Tom is a colleague of Jack”, the
Tom and Jack entities participate in two different relationship types. In addition,
this approach requires that all entities have been marked in a document. This may
lead to some difficulties when entities in the initial seed set occur in different aliases
in text. Moreover, bootstrap based methods demand a good evaluation measure and
strategy to assess and control the quality of generated patterns.
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Unsupervised approaches

In general unsupervised approaches are domain-independent and target different
kinds of resources on the Web, including texts, HTML tables, and lists. One method,
for the unsupervised approach to extract relations of entities on web without using
human knowledge, is to employ the web environment as a corpus to cluster the pairs of
co-occurring named entities according to the similarity of the context words between
them. This idea was mentioned in Ref. [43] which proposed unsupervised clustering
techniques to cluster the noun phrases occurring as subject or object of a given verbal
phrase. For example, the word “wine” may occur with “drunk” or “produced”, but
not with “eaten” or “driven”. Reference [86] was another work which clustered all
possible relations from text and represented them in tables. In these clustering-based
approaches, relation labels will be manually assigned for each cluster of pairs of named
entities. Therefore, it is difficult to apply these techniques to large-scale extraction
systems. In order to overcome this limitation, Ref. [7] have recently proposed a
clustering algorithm to extract relations between entities from unlabeled data. This
work clustered simultaneously the entity pairs and vocabularies in different sentences.
Due to this process, it was able to identify representative lexical patterns of semantic
relations and use them to propose the relation names for entity pairs. However,
relations extracted by the system are not in well-defined representation because they
are generated from word phrases between entities in documents.
Besides the clustering based techniques mentioned above, some recent research
studies proposed novel methods to extract tables or records from the web environment. According to the study of[12] , there are over 100 million tables on the web.
The meaning of these tables, however, is rarely explicit from their data. Therefore, in
Refs. [11,12,13], authors described the WebTables system which exploited tables on
the web as a source of high quality relational data for search engines. The statistics
of the co-occurrences of attributes in tables could be used to implement a column
thesaurus and to propose column auto-completion in queries. Inspired by the benefits
of web tables and in order to furnish more semantics for tables on the web, some recent works have extracted information from web table. For example, Limaye et al.[58]
proposed a graphical model for annotating table columns on the Web with labels of
types, binary relations, and table cells with entity identifiers from an ontology, such as
YAGO[90] . Meanwhile, Ref. [92] has recently developed a statistical reasoning model
to determine a label for each column and binary relationships in tables. Although
several efforts have been attempted in the literature to extract information of entities, existing information extraction approaches are not sufficient to provide efficient
solutions to the problem because of the variety of noise in the content of web pages.
3

Information Extraction From Microblogs

The emergence of microblogging services is changing the form people share information on the web. People often access a social network such as Tumblr or Twitter
to retrieve news, videos, or comments from their friends. In such a system, a large
amount of posts or tweets are posted every day. According to a report on the Tumblr
staff blog1 in 2010, there were average two million new posts and 15,000 new users
1

http://staff.tumblr.com/post/434982975/a-billion-hits
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every day. Moreover, a report from Twitter2 in June 2010 said that it handled about
65 million tweets per day.
Due to the large volume of data available on microblogging sites, it is natural
to consider the automatic methods of information extraction to capture semantic
meanings of entities in their data for processing. For example, in order to extract
the abovementioned three types of information covered in our work(i.e., personal,
social and travel information), the most straightforward way is to treat personal
information as attributes of entities, social information as relations between entities,
travel information as lists of location entities, and then directly apply traditional
information extraction technologies to the collection of microblogs or tweets. However,
this attempt has been proved to be difficult and unsuccessful because of the following
reasons:
• Ungrammatical Sentence. Unlike documents on the web, tweets on microblogging services are always length-limited. For example, Twitter allows users to
post only 140-character messages. This length-limitation often leads tweets to
be noisy and ungrammatical, which makes traditional NLP tools such as POS
tagger inappropriate to use.
• Informal Writing. Tweets often contain noisy texts such as abbreviations,
symbols and misspellings, which consequently brings great difficulties to analyzing the content and meanings of tweets. The sentence “I don’t knw wht s gona
happen” is an example of a message which people briefly write in abbreviated
form on a microblogging site.
Some research studies have been recently proposed to deal with these two problems. For example, Ref. [37] proposed methods to normalize texts in tweets, which
showed that the majority of ill-formed words in Twitter are based on morphophonemic variations. Although they often miss some letters or have extraneous letters,
the target words for ill-formed words can be effectively extracted. In Ref. [37], a
list of candidate canonical lexical forms is generated for each noisy word, then the
similarities between the candidates and ill-formed words are calculated before they
are ranked to choose the best candidate for each noisy word. Moreover, the study
of Ref. [31] showed that different populations of users used different types of lexical
transformations in Twitter microtexts. The results of these methods are useful for
the preprocessing step of the upstream tasks such as POS tagging and NER. Similarly, Ref. [27] was a research work which built a POS tagger for tweets using 20
coarse-grained tags.
For the problem of entity extraction, Ref. [26] investigated the use of Amazons
Mechanical Turk3 and CrowdFlower4 to annotate named entities in tweets and train
a CRF model to evaluate the effectiveness of human labeling. In Ref. [59], the authors
combined a k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier with a CRF model to leverage cross
tweets information, and adopted a semi-supervised learning to deal with unlabeled
tweets. Moreover, Ref. [79] was a recent study which applied the Labeled LDA topic
2
3
4

http://blog.twitter.com/2010/06/big-goals-big-game-big-records.html
https://www.mturk.com/mturk/
http://crowdflower.com
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model[73] and exploited Freebase dictionaries as a source of distant supervision for
NER problem on Twitter microblogs. Reference [4] was another work which proposed
a graphical model, a modification of CRF, to extract relations of artists and venues
associated with musical performances in Twitter.
The studies referred to above all focus on the content of tweets as a source for
information extraction, and try to solve the problem of tweets being noisy and ungrammatical. However, as information platforms and social networking sites at the
same time, microblogging services also provide researchers with many other sources
besides tweets, such as profile data and topology data, which actually promises more
opportunities for information extraction from microblogs. In the following three sections, we separately investigate existing works on the topic of personal, social, and
travel information extraction from microblogs, as well as their applications in the real
world.
4

Personal Information Extraction

Personal information can be defined as information generally contained in a user’s
profile, including demographic features such as age, gender, ethnicity and home address; and other features including health status, political orientation, business affinity, user interest and so on. Twitter provides its users with the mechanism to edit
their profiles with the following free-text fields:
• Screen Name(e.g. kgarnette21, queenofen)
• Full Name(e.g. Kevin Garnette, Queen of England)
• Picture(e.g. photo identifying user’s face)
• Location(e.g. Brisbane, Somewhere on the earth)
• URL(e.g. user’s website, Facebook page)
• Biography(e.g. family member, education status)
Note that all of the above fields, except Screen Name, are completely optional,
and even if users do input these information, some of them might be inaccurate or
nonsensical(e.g. “Somewhere on the earth” in the “Location” field). Besides, many
other features such as age, gender, ethnicity, political orientation and user interest
are altogether missing, while they might be of tremendous use in such applications
as demographic analysis of Twitter usage, Location Based Services and User Recommendation, just to name a few.
In this section, we first summarize basic approaches used in the area of personal
information extraction from Twitter, then focus on User Interest Mining which has
attracted massive attention recently, followed by a brief introduction of applications
where the extracted personal information can be utilized.
4.1

Basic approaches

According to the information sources used, we specifically divide existing research studies into four categories: Profile-Based Approach, Content-Based Approach,
Network-Based Approach and Hybrid Approach, which we detail below.
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Profile-Based approaches

B. Heil and M. Piskorski[42] inferred users’ gender by cross-referencing their “Full
Name”s in profiles against a database of 40,000 strongly gendered names. A similar
approach was applied by M. Cheong and V. Lee[18] , who utilized the United States
Census statistics on 5,494 ethnically-diverse first names, and matched them against
users’ given or middle names in the “Full Name” fields, thus probabilistically determining users’ gender at an accuracy of 86.6%. In another work, M. Cheong and V.
Lee[17] also used “Full Name”s, as well as profile images to identify users’ gender manually. M. Pennacchiotti and A.-M. Popescu[69] in their work tried to apply regular
expression matching on users’ “Biography” field to infer age(e.g. (I|i)(m|am|0 m)[0 −
9] + (yo|yearold)), gender and ethnicity (e.g. white(man|woman|boy|girl)), but the
results turned out to be of low accuracy. They also investigated the use of profile
pictures to infer users’ gender and ethnicity, but still found it misleading, as users
often fill the “Picture” field with photos of a celebrity or other images instead of
representing themselves.
4.1.1

Content-Based approaches

L. Humphreys et al.[48] found that “personally identifiable information(such as
email addresses and phone numbers) are rarely detected in tweets, but a quarter of
tweets do include information regarding how people feel or when people are engaging
in activities and where they are”. Thus, Content-Based Approaches are mainly used
to extract such information as home address, health status, political orientation and
user interest from tweets. For example, H. Mao et al. Reference [60] applied regular
expression matching on a user’s tweets to automatically detect whether or not he had
a certain disease(exemplified with cancer in their work). The simple classification
rule they used is “If has/have/had. . . cancer exists and (dog/cat/kitty/puppy and
don’t/doesn’t have/has/had) doesn’t exist in a tweet, it is sensitive; otherwise, it is
not.”, which indicated a 76% precision in a quantitative experiment.
Despite the classification accuracy achieved in H. Mao et al.’s work, regular expression matching is obviously too simple a way for content analysis of tweets. Instead,
Z. Cheng et al.[16] employed maximum likelihood estimation to calculate the probabilistic distribution over cities for each word in the whole Twitter vocabulary, then
determined a user’s home address by aggregating across all words in that particular
user’s tweet vocabulary. Furthermore, they found that some words or phrases are
local, i.e. they are mostly used in a small geographical area. For instance, “howdy” is
a typical greeting word in Texas, thus indicating that the user who often tweets with
“howdy” is most likely to live in or near Texas. Therefore, they incorporated a classification component to automatically identify nonlocal words, which were removed
from a user’s tweet vocabulary when aggregating the city distribution of words. This
idea of taking into consideration meaningful words and phrases as a feature vector
was also adopted by D. Rao et al.[74] who built binary classifiers using Support Vector
Machine(SVM) to identify user’s gender, age, regional origin and political orientation.
They quantitatively compared two classification models: 1) the Sociolinguistic-feature
model, in which they manually constructed a list of sociolinguistic features, such as
simleys, repeated alphabets; 2) the Ngram-feature model, in which unigrams and bigrams of the tweet text were derived and weighted by normalized term frequency.
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Their experiment showed different comparing results over gender, age, regional origin and political orientation, thus indicating diverse language usage across these four
fields in modern informal communication.
4.1.3

Network-Based approaches

P. T. Metaxas and E. Mustafaraj[62] applied graph-theoretic techniques to users’
political orientation prediction. They drew the following network using a forcedirected algorithm which draws nodes sharing many neighbors closer than those who
do not, and detected two user groups representing Liberals and Conservatives respectively. Their 98% precision in predicting the top 200 users’ political orientation in their
dataset simply by observing their following behaviors revealed that users tend to follow similar users. Inspired by this result, J. Golbeck and D. L. Hansen[28] also adopted
a Network-Based Approach to understand Twitter media bias. They first applied liberal/conservative scores obtained from Americans for Democratic Action(ADA) to
Congress people using Twitter, then mapped the scores onto their followers by a
simple average function, and finally mapped the inferred scores of followers onto the
Twitter accounts of media outlets also by an average function. Their predictions of
media bias were similar to the liberal/conservative leanings as presented in their prior
work[22] , which inferred political orientation of webpages and their associated news
outlets based on co-citation of hyperlinks.
4.1.4

Hybrid approaches

E. Mustafaraj and P. T. Metaxas[66] tried to discover a user’s political orientation
exposed in his edited retweets by applying a co-training algorithm to two independent
sources: a textual source(the text of the edited retweets) and a structural-behavioral
source(the social network of the user and his retweeting habit). J. D. Burger et al.[10]
in their work into discriminating the gender of Twitter users, employed both the
content of tweet text and three fields from the user profile(i.e. Screen Name, Full
Name and Biography). They constructed both word-level and character-level ngrams
from each of these four fields, and expressed each classification feature as a simple
Boolean indicator representing presence or absence of the corresponding ngram, and
then applied the Balanced Window2 algorithm to train this classifier. A comparison of models built from various combinations of the four basic fields showed a best
performance when incorporating all these four fields, indicating that both profile information and tweet content are vital in inferring Twitter users’ gender. Finally, M.
Pennacchiotti and A.-M. Popescu[69] achieved their purpose of political orientation
detection, ethnicity identification and business(exemplified with Starbucks) affinity
detection by first applying a machine learning algorithm that classifies users based
on profile, linguistic, behavioral and social features, and then a graph-based updating
component that updates classification results based on the class label distribution of
users’ friends. Here, profile features are extracted from both information available on
Twitter user’s profile and other derived information such as age, gender and ethnicity; linguistic features are topical words, sentimental words, prototypical words and
hashtags automatically extracted with a probabilistic model; behavioral features are
a set of statistics indicating how the user interacts with others, such as tweeting frequency; and social features are statistics characterizing the user’s social network, such
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as who he follows or whose tweets he retweets. Overall, M. Pennacchiotti and A.-M.
Popescu’s work was a successful combination of all the three approaches discussed in
the above subsections.
4.2

User interest extraction

With the rapid growth of Twitter, users might soon find themselves overwhelmed
by the huge amount of information every day, and thus would like to retrieve tweets
that are indeed of their interest. This user need puts the accurate method to discover
users’ topics of interest at high priority. According to the different expressing methods
of users’ interest, we specifically divide the research into two categories: Term-Level
Approach and Category-Level Approach, which we detail below.
4.2.1

Term-Level approaches

In the Term-Level Approach, user interest is described with words that are frequently used in users’ tweets or to distinguish different user groups. Jilin Chen et
al.[15] built a bag-of-words profile for each Twitter user from tweet streams to model
his topics of interest. In their approach, the interestingness of each word was measured by the TF-IDF technique, based on the intuition that TF is a good indicator
of how frequently users mention the word, and that IDF is a good indicator of the
word’s ability to distinguish one user from other users. As a user’s own tweets, as well
as his followees’ tweets can both to some extent reflect the user’s interest, Jilin Chen
et al. built user profiles from each of the above sources, referred to as Self-Profile and
Followee-Profile separately. According to their experiments, Self-Profile can indeed
capture a user’s interest as an information producer, while the Followee-Profile helps
indicate his interest as an information seeker.
Though Jilin Chen et al.’s work has sort of achieved accuracy, there are still
several natural limitations of messages in Twitter that researchers should take into
account when modeling users’ interest. For example, tweets have a length restriction of
up to 140 characters, which is substantially different from documents in the traditional
information retrieval area, and thus making techniques such as TF-IDF inappropriate
to use. Consequently, researchers thereafter began to utilize Topic-Models(e.g. LDA,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation) which are powerful tools to identify latent patterns in
textual content. To discover topics in which Twitter users are interested by using
LDA, the “unit” in Twitter that corresponds to document in traditional LDA should
be firstly defined. L. Hong and B. D. Davison[45] compared the performance of three
different defining metrics: 1) MSG – Each tweet was defined as a document, and
LDA was trained to extract the topics of each tweet. Then, topics extracted from all
tweets posted by the same user were aggregated to serve as the interest of that user;
2) USER – Tweets posted by the same user were aggregated into a document, and
LDA was trained to extract the topics of that document, which were treated as the
interest of that user; 3) TERM – Tweets containing a particular term were aggregated
into a document, and LDA was trained to extract the topics of that document. Then,
topics extracted from all terms contained in a user’s tweet vocabulary were aggregated
to serve as the interest of that user. L. Hong conducted an empirical study on the
above three metrics, among which USER was revealed to be best performing. The
result also assures the precision of J. Weng et al.’s[96] work, in which they developed
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an algorithm named TwitterRank to detect topic-sensitive influential twitters, using
interest similarity between users as one of the measurements of influence. In their
work, an Author-Topic Model similar to USER was utilized to extract users’ topics
of interest from tweets.
The works discussed above all leverage users’ whole tweets collection to model
user interest. However, users often use Twitter to initiate social chatting or tweet
about their daily life, which indicates that a huge amount of tweets do not necessarily
reflect user’s interest, thus bringing great noise into the work of modeling user interest. Z. Xu et al.[99] addressed this issue by a Modified Author-Topic Model. They
incorporated a latent variable into the original Author-Topic Model used by J. Weng
et al. to indicate whether or not a tweet is related to its author’s interest, and then
conduct a tweet-level selection to distinguish tweets between user interest and social
needs. They found that such interactions between users as retweet and reply are
strong signals of common interest and thus using the existence of retweet, reply and
url in tweet as an indicator of interest-relatedness of that tweet. Their experimental
results on a manually built Twitter dataset verified that a better understanding of
users’ topics of interest can be reached by capturing the real motivation of tweets.
With the recently added Twitter capability for users to create lists of their friends,
D. Kim et al.[53] tried to further discover user interest from the publicly available lists.
They used χ2 feature selection on the tweets of a particular list to find representative
words that differentiated one list from other lists, which they defined as interest of
the users in that list. Their user study confirmed that the words extracted from each
list are good indicators of the interest of all the users in that list, even those who do
not tweet about these words.
4.2.2

Category-Level approaches

The Term-Level Approaches referred to above are sometimes meaningless and
may not be appropriate for clustering users or searching users by high-level topics.
For instance, a user interested in NBA Games may never find LA Lakers’ tweets if he
only writes about Houston Rockets and its players specifically, without mentioning the
term “NBA basketball club”, which therefore won’t appear in the abovementioned
TF-IDF or LDA topic. Thus, a better way to model users’ topics of interest is to
use semantic representations such as Named Entities or even Categories, namely, the
Category-Level Approach.
S. Piao and J. Whittle[70] constructed a realtime system to automatically identify
users’ topics of interest in the form of named entities and core terms by leveraging a
series of NLP(Natural Language Processing) tools, such as POS tagger and Named
Entity Recognizer. Though S. Piao and J. Whittle’s work has achieved some sort of
accuracy, the 140 characters restriction of tweets has rendered them extremely ungrammatical, noisy and full of abbreviations, which makes NLP not so appropriate
a technique to extract named entities from tweets. Instead, M. Michelson and S.
A. Macskassy[63] treated all capitalized, non-stopwords as candidate named entities,
and leveraged Wikipedia as a knowledge base for disambiguation based on the context(words) around the discovered named entities. Once disambiguated, the entities
were mapped to the categories contained in “folksonomy”, a Wikipedia user-defined
category tree, which were finally treated as users’ topics of interest. Their experi-
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mental results showed that the usage of external knowledge bases such as Wikipedia
could significantly empower entity disambiguation and category matching to generate
reasonable topic profiles for Twitter users. Inspired by this result, R. Pochampally
and V. Varma[71] also leveraged Wikipedia’s category structure to conduct disambiguation and category matching. However, instead of only using a user’s own tweets
as the source for interest mining which was the idea of M. Michelson and S. A. Macskassy’s work, R. Pochampally and V. Varma focused on tweets and lists metadata
of user groups assumed to have common interest, and detected based on user context which was extracted from conversation patterns and Twitter list co-occurrence.
They defined conversation patterns in Twitter as having three components: 1) proportion of user mentions (addressing or replying-to a user with ‘@’), 2) proportion
of retweets(reposting another user’s tweets with ‘RT’), and 3) frequency of following(subscribing to a user’s tweets). Their work achieved good performance in spite
of the fact that tweets are ambiguous and noisy, and successfully extracted users’
interests which were not evident from tweets alone.
4.3

Application

Personal information extracted from Twitter can be of great use in many applications such as demographic analyses of Twitter, personalized information services,
location based services and user/tweet recommendations, to name a few. In this
subsection, we briefly summarize some of the related works below.
Demographic Analysis. There have been several papers reporting on Twitter’s
demographic features in its entirety. Pear Analysis[1] estimated that as of August
2009, Twitter’s population was composed of 55% female and 45% male. A consistent
result was also obtained in J. D. Burger et al.’s initial manual analysis[10] using labels
derived from blogs in users’ profiles to determine gender, and B. Heil and M. J.
Piskorski’s work[42] who used name/gender correlations as a gender indicator. Pear
Analysis[1] also found that 43% of Twitter’s users are 18-34 years old, in contrast
to users of Facebook and MySpace who are younger. This might partially be due
to the fact that unlike Facebook and MySpace in which users’ requests to subscribe
to others need to be authorized, and thus only reciprocal relationships are allowed,
Twitter’s following network requires no reciprocation, which leads to poorer security
and less frequent adoption among younger people.[19] Other research mainly focused
on Twitter’s geographical properties, among which A. Java et al.’s work[50] was the
most comprehensive and influential. They found that: Twitter is most widely adopted
in US, Europe and Asia (mainly Japan); Europeans and Asians have a higher tendency
to connect to others who speak the same language; and there are not so many acrosscontinent friendships in Twitter compared to those intra-continent.
Content Customization. With the increasing popularity of Twitter, huge
amounts of information are poured into it every day, and users might soon find themselves overwhelmed by the flood of tweets. This phenomenon was confirmed by M.
Bernstein et al.[5] who conducted an informal survey among 78 participants aged 1447, and found that the average number of daily tweets for these users is about 786,
which is obviously beyond a user’s consumption per day, and that users always prefer
tweets which are highly relevant to their interest. So they developed an alternative
Twitter client called “Eddi” which clusters a user’s tweets into various topics and
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only displays those according with his preference or interest.
5

Social Information Extraction

Social Information can be defined as information that identifies users’ relationships or interactions with others, including topological structure, community distribution and even detailed social relationships such as co-workers, family members and
so on. In this section, we first outline Twitter’s topological characteristics such as
degree distribution, reciprocity, homophily and hybrid network feature, according to
a series of existing topological analysis works, and then address the problem of link
prediction, or friend recommendation, in the context of the Twitter community.
5.1

Topological analysis

As a combination of social networking and an information service, Twitter was
born with many topological features that distinguish itself from traditional networks.
On the one hand, unlike other social networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace
which are often described as undirected graphs, the Twitter network can be modeled
as a directed graph G = {V, E}, where V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } is the set of users, and
E ⊆ V × V is the set of directed edges between users. When user vi choose to follow
user vj , there is a directed edge from vi to vj , donated as eij = (vi , vj ) ∈ E; On
the other hand, unlike the pure information service on the Web, parts of the Twitter
network do parallel with the offline friendship between users. Below, we will detail
these distinct network features of Twitter.
Hybrid Network Feature. Users on Twitter subscribe to other users’ tweets by
following actions, which constitute an explicit network structure. However, because
of the scarcity of user attention, this huge network cannot reveal actual interactions
among people. There is an implicit network consisting of communications between
users and their actual friends. By defining a user’s actual friend as a person with
whom the user has initiated at least two directed conversations(i.e. ‘@’ followed by
user identifier), B. A. Huberman et al.[47] found out that the implicit network of actual
friends is much sparser than the explicit network made up of followees and followers.
M. J. Welch and U. Schonfeld[95] considered communications between users as retweet
actions and concluded according to their experimental results that these retweet edges
are significantly better for preserving topical relevance than following edges. Finally,
J. Hopcroft et al.[46] in their work to predict reciprocal relationships in Twitter, found
that the implicit network of retweet or reply edges are more related to the formation
of reciprocal relationships.
Degree Distribution. A. Java et al.[49] found that the majority of their crawled
Twitter data exists with a high degree correlation, that is, users with many followees
achieve a higher tendency to have many followers. And by calculating the cumulative
degree distributions of the Twitter network, they also noted that the in-degree and
out-degree satisfy power-law distribution with an exponential of −2.4. Similar results
were discovered in M. J. Welch and U. Schonfeld’s work[95] , in which they noted that
the explicit following network indeed has a power-law distribution, while the implicit
network of retweet edges shows power-law distribution in in-links but a non-power-law
distribution in out-links. B. Krishnamurthy et al.[54] , on the other hand, discovered a
non-power-law degree distribution in their crawled Twitter following network, which
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was further confirmed by A. Java et al.[49] who conducted a topological study on
the entire Twittersphere. B. Krishnamurthy et al.[54] also divided Twitter users into
three categories based on their in-degree/out-degree ratio: broadcaster with a high indegree but a low out-degree; miscreant(spammer or stalker) with a low in-degree but
a high out-degree; and acquaintance with high degree correlation and high reciprocity.
Finally, A. Ronel and M. Teutle[91] , who studied Twitter network dynamics, found out
that users with more than 600 followers increase their in-degree rapidly, indicating a
“rich gets richer” phenomenon, while out-degree didn’t change as much as in-degree.
Homophily. Homophily is “a tendency that contact between similar users occurs at a higher rate than among dissimilar users”[55] . A great deal of research has
revealed homophily in Twitter, including location homophily, status homophily and
link homophily. A. Java et al.[49] ’s work was the first to study relationships between
structural properties in the Twitter network and geographic properties in the physical world. They found that there are not so much across-continent friendships as
those intra-continent, indicating that the probability of friendship between two users
is inversely proportional to their geographic distance. J. Hopcroft et al.’s[46] quantitative experiment also showed that users from the same time zone have a 50 times
higher tendency to achieve reciprocal relationships than those with a distance of three
time zones away. This location homophily feature in Twitter was further confirmed
by H. Kwak et al.[55] and S. Yardi and D. Boyd[100] . S. Yardi and D. Boyd even
found that the geographically local networks are denser and more connected than the
nonlocal ones, and that central users on a specific topic are also centrally located in
the physical world. H. Kwak et al.[55] and J. Hopcroft et al.[46] ’s work revealed the
phenomenon of status homophily, that is the tendency of celebrities(i.e., users with
abundant followers) to follow each other is much stronger than that of ordinary users,
which is even stronger than the tendency of relationships between celebrities and
ordinary users. J. Hopcroft et al.[46] also discovered that users with more common
reciprocal friends have a much higher likelihood to follow each other, which we refer
to as link homophily here.
Reciprocity. A. Java et al.[49] and A. Ronel and M. Teutle[91] found a high
reciprocity in the Twitter network(around 50% of the users have a two-way relationship in the latter’s collected dataset) especially in Asian and European communities,
indicating close mutual acquaintances among users in these areas. However, H. Kwak
et al.’s[55] topological analysis on the entire Twittersphere demonstrated that only
22.1% of users own two-way relationships, reflecting a low reciprocity. As for the
factors that affect the extent of reciprocity, B. Krishnamurthy et al.[54] found that
users tweeting frequently tend to have more reciprocal relationships; and M. S. Smith
and C. G. Carrier[87] also found that Twitter users who request to follow others with
similar interest tremendously increase the number of reciprocate responses.
5.2

Link prediction

Link prediction is the problem of recommending potential friends for Twitter
users beyond the current network status. According to the information sources used,
we specifically divide existing works on link prediction into three categories: ContentBased Approach, Network-Based Approach and Hybrid Approach, which we detail
below.
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Content-Based approaches

By analyzing data collected between early February and the end of March 2010,
D. Yin et al.[103] found that 90% of new links in Twitter are formed in the two-degree
network, i.e., friends of friends, including both one-way and two-way(reciprocal) relationships. This result is often referred to as two-degree separation, and has been
leveraged in most works related to link prediction. For example, T. Sakaguchi et
al.[82] considered users within two-degree of separation to the original user as potential friends, from which they randomly chose 20 users as candidate set. They also
applied linguistic analysis to the original user’s tweets, extracted TF-IDF of each noun
as user word vector, and used 15 words with a higher TF to search for people who
have tweeted with these words recently, from which the top 20 users were chosen as
another candidate set. The most prominent idea of T. Sakaguchi et al.’s work was the
utilization of Concept Fuzzy Sets, which were based on “the use theory of meaning
proposed by Witgenstein to express the meaning of concepts”[82] . They manually
transformed each of the 450,000 articles in Japanese Wikipedia into a prototype concept represented as a word vector of TF-IDF values of a maximum of 40 words, and
then expanded the original and candidate users’ word vectors by the 50 most similar
prototype concepts, and used a cosine measure to calculate the degree of similarity
between users, thus ranking them for recommendation. Their experimental results
showed a satisfactory performance, which confirmed the potential of leveraging tweets
content as a source for friends recommendation.
5.2.2

Network-Based approaches

Network-Based Approaches predict potential links purely based on the current
network status and structural evolution over time. For instance, S. A. Golder et al.[29]
leveraged the phenomenon of link homophily, i.e., users with more common friends(be
it one-way or two-way relationship) have a much higher likelihood to follow each other,
in their friends recommendation strategy. They analyzed several principles for link
prediction, such as shared interests(considering the number of common followees the
original and recommended users follow), shared audience(considering the number of
common followers the original and recommended users have), transitivity(considering
potential friends as users followed by the users the original user is already following,
i.e., followees of followees), and mutuality (or reciprocity, i.e. two-way relationship).
Besides the abovementioned structural information, A. Golder et al.’s work one year
later[30] also took into consideration profile information such as followee number, follower number, tweet number, account age of the original and recommended users, as
a basis for predictions. They conducted a web-based user study in which they provided subjects with users within a two-degree network as candidate friends and asked
them to rate their desire in forming friendships with those users. They then used
a hierarchical regressing model to estimate the effects of both profile and structural
characteristics on a subject’s preference. The conclusions drawn from their experimental results were as follows: 1) users tweeting frequently are less desired to add
new friends; 2) users with many followers already appear more likely to obtain new
followers; 3) shared followees and shared followers don’t have a statistically significant effect on users’ tendencies to follow each other; 4) transitivity and mutuality are
altogether important conditions in increasing users’ desires to form friendships.
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D. M. Romero and J. Kleinberg[80] employed the idea of directed closure process,
a variation of triadic closure in traditional social networks, in their link prediction
strategy. Triadic closure in such social networks as Facebook and MySpace is the
assumption that two people who already have a friend in common are more likely
to form a friendship, which is one of the fundamental processes of link formation.
Analogously, users in Twitter also expect an increased likelihood to follow people their
followees already follow. This idea was referred to by D. M. Romero and J. Kleinberg
as “directed closure process” in their work. To verify this assumption in Twitter, they
applied the preferential attachment method to a collected random sample of celebrities
on Twitter and determined the subset of directed edges to a celebrity that exhibit
closure to calculate his closure ratio. Their experimental results indicated that the
directed closure process is indeed prevalent in the Twitter network, and that the more
important factor to determine a user’s closure ratio is the total number of followers
of those following the user, rather than the number of followers the user himself has,
or to be more precise, a user’s closure ratio is more closely correlated with the sum
of in-degrees of the followers from his own community than that of all his followers.
D. Yin et al.[102] proposed a novel structure-based approach to link prediction. To
calculate the likelihood of forming a directed link from user vu to user vc , for each
intermediate user vi , they combined the link structure between vu and vi , standing
for the probability of vu trusting the recommendation of vi , and the link structure
between vi and vc , standing for the probability of vi recommending vc . Unlike D. M.
Romero and J. Kleinberg who only considered the followee-of-followee relationship[80] ,
D. Yin et al. combined both the one-way relationship in each direction and the twoway relationship in a user’s two-degree network. Their experimental comparison with
many popular link prediction methods such as Common neighbors (simply considers
the number of common friends), Jaccard coefficient(divides the number of common
friends by the total number of friends), Adamic/Adar(weights rarer features more
heavily), Preferential attachment(multiplies vc ’s in-degree and vu ’s out-degree), L.
Katz’s method[52] , PropFlow[57] , and the matrix factorization popular in recommender
systems showed that their proposed model outperformed state-of-the-art methods on
the link prediction task on Twitter.
Unlike the works discussed above, J. Hopcroft et al.[46] focused specifically on
the prediction of reciprocal relationship. They proposed a learning framework and
formulated the task into a graphical model, the Triad Factor Graph(TriFG) model.
They showed that homophily(including location, link and status homophily introduced above) and structural balance(“for every group of three users called triad,
either all three of these users are friends or only one pair of them are friends”[46] ) are
prevalent in the reciprocal Twitter network, and that by incorporating such social
theories as homophily and structural balance into the proposed TriFG model, the
performance of reciprocal link prediction can be significantly improved(TriFG can
accurately infer 90% of reciprocal friends in Twitter).
There have also been a great deal of third-party applications which incorporate
Network-Based Approaches to enhance Twitter’s ability to personalize friend recommendations. For example, MrTweet.com5 (closed now) suggests potential followees
5
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for users based on common friends; Twubble.com6 (unavailable now due to lack of
OAuth support) considers users within two-degree separation as candidate friends
and ranks them based on the number of reciprocal relationships.
5.2.3

Hybrid approaches

Based on the social-information feature of Twitter, it can be concluded that
“participants in Twitter create links for multiple reasons–to be social(i.e., to connect
online to existing offline social contacts) or to link to information sources”[103] . So the
link prediction task should accordingly consider two viewpoints–to recommend friends
to users as in traditional social networks or to recommend an information source to an
information consumer as in information networks, thus making the Hybrid Approach,
which combines both network structure and tweet content, a better choice for link
prediction in Twitter.
To verify this statement, K. Puniyani et al.[72] treated all the tweets posted by
a single user as a document, applied supervised LDA to the document to learn the
latent topics characterizing that user’s interest, and then used a regression-based
predictor to calculate the strength of connection between users for recommendation
ranking. They evaluated this topic-based approach for link prediction on both the
explicit following network and the implicit communicating network made up of user
mentions (‘@’), and compared its performance against the Common neighbors method
which only considers network structure. The experimental results showed that the
link-based approach is especially effective on the explicit following network, while the
topic-based approach is more competitive on the implicit communicating network. J.
Hannon et al.’s work[39] took this attempt a step further by considering both the user’s
own tweets and the tweets from his followees and followers as content-based filtering,
and all the user’s followees’ and followers’ IDs as collaborative filtering. They utilized
Lucene’s TF-IDF weighting metric to calculate users’ content vocabulary features and
structure vocabulary features. According to their off-line evaluation and a live-user
trial(Twittomender), structure-based strategies perform better in recommendation
precision, while content-based strategies perform better in ranking effectiveness.
Based on these observations, A. Sadilek et al.[81] incorporated content information
such as text-similarity quantifying the amount of overlaps in users’ tweeting vocabulary, co-location measures extracted from users’ tweets which capture how often users
tend to stay close to each other, as well as structure information such as common
friends ratio, into their recommendation model. Their empirical study showed a good
predicting performance even with no previously observed links, due to the utilization
of content features.
6

Travel Information Extraction

Travel Information can be defined as information about users’ current location,
travel history, or whether or not a specific user would be on vacation away from his
house and when the vacation would be. In this section, we first summarize existing
research in the area of travel information extraction from Twitter such as current
location detection and future vacation detection. Then we present a brief introduction
6
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of applications where the extracted travel information can be utilized.
6.1

Current location detection

With the recent development of Location Based Services(LBSs), mining users’
current location promises new crisis management technologies and personalized services, including local event detection and regional targeted advertising. The simplest
way is to leverage information contained in users’ profiles to determine their current
locations. For example, “Location” values of profiles contained in the metadata of
tweets can be utilized to locate Twitter users. This information is always expressed
as specific place names, but when GPS-enabled mobile devices are used, more precise
locations can be identified with GPS coordinates. M. Cheong and V. Lee[17,18] , T.
Sakaki et al.[83] , M. Guy et al.[36] and A. Java et al.[50] all used place names in the
“Location” field as users’ current location, while the former four also resorted to GPS
coordinates to generate more accurate results. Besides the “Location” values, there
still are other profile information that can be utilized to infer users’ current location.
For instance, B. Krishnamurthy et al.[54] used UTC(Coordinated Universal Time)
offset in the timezone field of tweets and URL domain names(e.g. .com for US, .jp
for Japan, .de for Germany and .uk for UK) in profile “URL” field as their bases for
location mining.
The abovementioned approaches all focused purely on information contained in
users’ or tweets’ profiles, which intuitively could not achieve good enough performance. B. Hecht et al.[41] on the other hand, paid attention to the content of tweets
and developed a Multinomial Naı̈ve Bayes(MNB) model to train a classifier to determine a user’s current location. The input to this model was expressed as a term vector
with each dimension representing a term in a user’s tweeting vocabulary and the value
of the dimension representing the TF of that term. Their experimental results indicated high accuracy in determining a user’s country-level and state-level location. B.
D. Longueville et al.[21] took this strategy a step further by using the “Location”
field and GPS coordinates contained in a user’s profile, as well as place names, URL
domains and hashtags of places contained in tweets, as his current location indicators.
Previous works all rely on the precondition that either user profiles or tweets are
public and available for location prediction, which is not always the case. To address
this, A. Sadilek et al.[81] , inspired by the intuition that friends often participate in
activities together in a specific place, implemented a system called “Flap”, which
infers users’ current locations based on known GPS positions of their friends. They
formulated the problem of location prediction as a dynamic Bayesian network(DBN)
with one hidden node representing the location of the target user and a number of
observed nodes representing the locations of the target user’s friends in each time
slice(20 minutes). They also incorporated into the model an observed node representing the time of day and another observed node determining whether a given day
is a work day or a free day(e.g., weekend or a national holiday). They used both
supervised and unsupervised learning to train DBN which was then used to infer the
most likely sequence of locations one visited(i.e., the value of the hidden node) over
a specific time period, given a sequence of locations visited by his friends, along with
the corresponding time and day type. Their experimental results demonstrated that
by leveraging social ties, the proposed DBN model can infer users’ locations with
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high accuracy and fine granularity in both space and time even when users keep their
tweets and GPS data private.
6.2

Future vacation detection

H. Mao et al.’s work[60] is the only one we find that amply addressed the problem of future vacation detection. They firstly acquired real-time Twitter data via
the Twitter Streaming API and applied keyword matching to these data to filter out
all potentially vacation-related tweets. Examples of topical keywords included “vacation”, “holiday”, “travel”, “trip”, “leave for” and “fly to”. They then leveraged Naı̈ve
Bayes and SVM to classify each tweet as sensitive(i.e., reveal users’ travel plans) or
non-sensitive. The representative words they used as classification features were derived from an analysis of 1,000 randomly sampled and manually annotated tweets.
They found that among the 108 vacation sensitive tweets, 90.7%, 55.5%, and 44.4%
have an occurrence of location, time and person, respectively, so they used After NER
and Alchemy NER to automatically detect location, person and time(LPT) mentions
in candidate tweets. In addition to those LPT features, they also found that “some
places representative of vacation(e.g. beach, coast, hotel) as well as air transportation(e.g. airport, flight), and some words implying preparation for vacation(e.g. leave,
pack, book, plan) are good indicators of vacation sensitive tweets, while other words,
including negative words (e.g. not, no, didn’t), virtual words(e.g. should, wish, need,
if) as well as past tense verbs(e.g. went, got) implying that the travel is already
past or is not real, are good indicators of non-sensitive tweets”[60] . Therefore, they
also chose these representative words and phrases as classification features. Their
experimental results demonstrated a 76% precision in future vacation detection.
6.3

Application

Travel information extracted from Twitter can be of great use in many applications such as location based services, crisis management and burglary defense, to
name a few. In this subsection, we briefly summarize some of the related works below.
Crisis Management. Twitter is widely used as a realtime information dissemination platform, which makes itself a potential tool for monitoring and managing
crisis and convergence events, if accurate spatiotemporal information related to the
events can be derived. B. D. Longueville et al.[21] tried this usage by mining tweets
to track forest fires in Marseille, France and found that “the timeline of tweets did
accurately match the real-world spread of the fire, except for a lag time at the beginning of the fire”. T. Sakaki et al.[83] and M. Guy et al.[36] took this application
a step further by treating Twitter users as social sensors to realize early detection
and warning of potential emergent situations. T. Sakaki et al.[83] constructed a prototype earthquake reporting system which could detect earthquakes by picking out
earthquake-related messages from Japanese language tweets stream and then applying Kalman and Particle filters to spatiotemporal information in tweets to predict the
trajectories of the earthquakes. Similar to this work, M. Guy et al.[36] , researchers
in the US Geological Society, also developed a global earthquake detecting system
called “Twitter Earthquake Detector”(TED). Though there are still several unsolved
technical issues in the system now, its superiority over traditional detectors has been
confirmed by an almost four times faster detection of an earthquake in Indonesia.
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Burglary Defense. While privacy issues have obtained rising awareness on
social networks such as Twitter and some users do change their privacy settings
to “private”, there still are a larger amount of users who expose their profiles and
tweets to the public or even unwittingly reveal their vacation plans in tweets, which
makes them vulnerable to theft. Actually, Twitter users have already been burglarized in this way[64] . Fortunately, some geolocating applications have been developed to raise awareness about the lack of location privacy in Twitter. For example,
ICanStalkU.com7 leverages photo information shared in Twitter to extract users’
current locations even without them realizing it. PleaseRobMe.com8 scans users’
public tweets streams for location-related messages, and then uses Foursquare’s GPSenabled mobile devices to extracted their geographic check-ins which, if inconsistent
with their registered home address, might lead to burglaries. Additionally, the classification strategy utilized by H. Mao et al[60] can also be applied to future “guardian
angel systems”, which would monitor users’ tweets and alert them of potential leak
of vacation plans, thus strengthening burglary defense.
7

Discussion

The prior sections have highlighted the current state of the art in information
extraction from Twitter. In Table 1, we summarize the findings of prior sections, and
also list noteworthy papers discussed.
Table 1
Personal

Summary of research covered

Profile-Based

Content-Based

Network-Based

Hybrid

[42][18][17][69]

[48][60][16][74][15][45][96]

[62][28]

[69][66][10]

[46][29][30][80][102]

[72][39][81]

[99][53][70][63][71]
Social
Travel

[82]
[18][17][50][54][83][36]

[60][14]

[81][21]

Finally, we summarize below three promising directions on the topic of information extraction from microblogs, which we find through this survey. We hope it can
help new comers to this field to get started quickly.
1) how to extract information from microblogs. As we mentioned before, there are
three types of sources in microblogs from which we can mine useful information, i.e.,
the metadata contained in user profiles or tweets (e.g. interests, locations, timestamps,
etc.), the content of tweets, and the network structure of following, mentioning and
retweeting. We note that all these three types of sources are actually related to each
other. In other words, we can use any of them to estimate the other two. For example,
we can infer users’ interests from their tweets, or recommend new followees based on
users’ interests, etc. For now, the authors of this paper are exploring the approaches to
combine users’ mobilities with the social network between them, namely the so-called
social media mobility problem. Or more specifically, we are attempting to conduct
friend recommendation based on users’ co-location patterns. We consider it to be a
trending topic in the near future, with the rising prevalence of location-based services.
7
8

http://icanstalkyou.com/
http://pleaserobme.com/
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2) where to use the information extracted from microblogs. In fact, the extracted
information can be utilized in many applications which facilitate users’ daily life,
such as online political disclosure prediction, crisis detection and management, user
clustering and community detection, user ranking and recommendation, personalized
information service, and regional targeted advertising, to name a few. These topics
have covered most of the leading works during the recent five years, and are still
vibrant in the microblogging research community, with new services and applications
coming into being every day.
3) how to guarantee privacy. As more and more sensitive information is being
extracted from Twitter, users, even those who use protected accounts(which would
limit access to friends only), will soon find themselves facing serious problems of
privacy leaks. As a consequence, how to guarantee users’ privacy has become an
relatively urgent issue recently. This also promises future research opportunities to
build guardian services which can automatically detect privacy leaks in Twitter and
then inform users to “think twice before tweeting”.
8

Conclusion

This paper has reviewed the recent state of the art in the literature of information
extraction from microblogging services(exemplified with Twitter). We specifically
focus on three types of information – personal, social and travel information, discuss
prevalent approaches used in each area, as well as their applications in daily life, and
then propose some suggestions for future work. In our opinion, this paper can serve
as a guidance to researchers interested in this field.
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